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Gravity Sag of Sandwich Panel Assemblies

As Applied To

Precision Cathode Strip Chamber Structural Design

John Horvath
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

" July 12, 1993

Abstract:
The relataonship between gravity sag of a precision cathode strip chamber and its
sandwich panel structural design is explored parametrically. An algorithm for estimating
the dominant component of gravity sag is defined. Graphs of normalized gravity sag as a
function of gap frame width and material, sandwich core edge filler width and material,
panel skin thickness, gap height, and support location are calculated using the gavitv sag
algorithm. The structural importance of the sandwich-to-sandwich "gap frame"
cor.necnon is explained.
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The faangs of a sandwichpanelused as a increasesthe stiffnessof the structureby
beam act stm=larlyto the flangesof an [-beam spreadingthe facingsapart,butunlikethe
by taking the bendingloads -- one facing _n I-beam's web,givescontinuoussup;x_rtto the
compressionand the other_ntension, flangesor facings.The core-to-skinadhesive
Expandingth=sc_mpansonfurther, the ngidly joinsMe sanctwichcomponentsand
honeycombc_recorresDondsto the web of allowsthemto act asone umtw_tha _=gh
t_e [-beam. This core resIststhe shear loads, tors=onalandbending rigidity.
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Normalized Moment of Inertia

Vs. Skin Thickness, Gap Thickness, & Gap "Slip"
Seven 20 0ram-thick Sandwich Panels

("ideal" zero-shear glue assumed)
"n-squared" Rule-el-Thumb

i__L____----_ ._._ (skin= 10mm. sandw_h=20mm, gap=0mm)

0.1 .... _ __ _x_ gap = 20.0ram ("IDEAL" glue)
.__

J/ -El- gap = 15.0mm ("IDEAL" glue).c_ tador o! 39 INCREASE IN MOMENT OF

_ - '_._ INERTIA going from slip-allowed to no-slip
E / slack of seven 20mm-th_k sandw_hes ---*._.... gap = lO.Omm ("IDEAL" glue)

E 0.01 ............. with 05ram skins and 10mm gaps
o _ gap = 5.0mm ("IDEAL" glue)

,
N_ _ gap = 0.Omm ("IDEAL" glue)

E i

o_ A i I t "n-squared" Rule-of-Thumb

c 0.001 ........................F - ; ............................]

/1t / skin thickness = C5mm (baseline) _ ANY gap size (SLIP ALLOWED)

0.0001 ..........
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

skin thickness (mm) solid tile: skinvgap.moi _O
slab jah 7/12/93
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Normalized Gravity Sag

Vs. Gap Frame Width & Gap Frame Material
# .!

Seven 20.0mm-thick Sandwich Panels, No Core Edge Fl,ler,
Skin Thickness = 0.5mm, Gap Height = 10mm, NO SLIP ALLOWED

1- i I I 1 I I :f'1
Materials "less sliff" than the sandwich The "IDEAL" gap frame malerial

0.95 panels are padially "carried" by lhe panels. I . adds no weNht to the assembly and

-- ALLOWS NO SLIP (no shear delleclion)t [ :_,._..,.,.,I_" "" _ between panels.0.9 .....

m .J_ ""_ .....E..... epoxy gap frame

>" 0.8 '"

_,,'-" ¢0,_ ---V- "Vinny's" gap frame
o_075

10 I
N Materials "stiffer" Ihan the sandwich

0.7 - .... panels "carry" part of the panel weight. --C:T-"G10 gap frame
121

c 0.65 --_ "IDEAL" glue gap trame

0.6 ......... _"_ _"/_ _ _..._._ --A-- aluminum gap frame
v__I3.RR....... -..... ' ............

.5 ........ " " _

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 file: glvmat base

gap lrame width (mm) iah 7/12/93
.._...-
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Assumed M_tcrial properties

The follov, ing material properties were used in the normalized gravity sag calculations

material i elastic modulus mass density elastic modulus mass density
(psi) (lb sec^2/in^4) (MPa) (g/cm^3)

Glll laminate i 3,300,00() 0.000180 22,759 1.926

epoxy ] 400,000 0.000111 2,759 1.190 ....

"Vinn_,'s" ! 98,395 0.000039 679 0.420 .......aluminum 1(t,00(I,(t00 01000254 68,966 2.7 i 8
Nomex core -- - 0.000003 --- 0.029

Effect of Support locations

The normalized gravity sag graphs assume some constant support point locations. The
. chamber mass is assumed to be uniformly distributed along its length. The chart of beam

deflection expressions shows that the maximum gravity sag is reduced by a factor of
4_.6. i.e. 15/384)/_1.(11_()268,by going from support at the extreme ends to support at
point,, IJ.223L from the ends. Actual chamber sag will fall between these limits to the
extent that ,aeight is evenly distributed along the chamber length and shear deflection is
prevented by proper panel-to-panel connection.

C'onclu,,ion,,

The magnitude of chamber sag is highly dependent on chamber support location and
de,,ign of the gap frame. The gap between sandwich panels must be able to resist shear
deformation. The major component of gravity sag is due to beam bending if shear
deflection can be avoided. Gravity sag increases by a factor of 39 going from an "ideal"
.,,hear connection to slip-allowed between sandwich panels.

The mechanical connection between panels (gap frame and posts) will determine the
magnitude of additional gravity sag introduced due to shear deflection. The design
parameter,, that influence this value are the geometry of the gap frames around the
perimeter of the panel, its mechanical properties, and the reliability of the panel-to-panel
attat.hmenl technique Ipreloaded bolts, adhesives, pins, etc.)
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